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No. 13249

IN THE

United States Court of Appeals
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

Frank Spector,

Appellant,

vs.

H. R. Landon, District Director, Los Angeles District,

Immigration and Naturalization Service,

Appellee.

BRIEF FOR APPELLEE.

Jurisdiction.

The District Court had jurisdiction of the action under

the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934, as amended

(28 U. S. C, Sec. 2201), as alleged in paragraph II of

appellant's complaint [R. 4] and put in issue by the

answer [R. 11].

Judgment upon appellee's motion for summary judg-

ment was entered November 21, 1951 [R. 88, 89], and

the jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under Title 28,

U. S. C, Section 1291.
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Statement of the Case.

Appellant raises two principal questions in his brief

herein

:

(1) Is the deportation order against the appellant

functus officio for failure of the Government to execute it

during the twenty years between its issuance on August

23, 1930, and the enactment of the Internal Security Act

on September 23, 1950?

This issue was raised by the pleadings [R. 7, 13].

(2) That appellant's action in the lower court was pre-

mature and should be dismissed.

This issue was raised by the appellant by motion to

this Court for an order vacating the judgment below and

remanding action for dismissal. The motion was denied.

Statement of Facts.

Appellant, Frank Spector, is a native of Odessa, Russia,

where he was born on or about February 18, 1895 [R.

26]. He came to the United States of America in 1913,

departing from Odessa, Russia, embarking from Trieste,

Austria, and was admitted to the United States on Aug-

ust 27, 1913, under the name of Efriom Spektor [R. 26],

and for the past thirty-eight years has lived in the United

States, most of the time in California. He married a

fellow immigrant, and there is one child as issue of the

marriage, a daughter, who herself is the wife of an

American citizen [R. 4, 83].

In 1928, the Secretary of Labor initiated deportation

proceedings which culminated, after extensive hearings

[R. 26], on August 23, 1930, in the issuance of a warrant
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for deportation of the appellant "to Russia, via Shanghai,

China" [R. 31], on the ground that he had been found

in the United States in violation of the Act of October

16, 1918, as amended (8 U. S. C, Sec. 137) [R. 4, 26,

59, 83].

Following establishment of diplomatic relations between

the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics in November, 1933, the Commissioner of Immigra-

tion and Naturalization sought to obtain permission from

the Soviet Union for Spector's deportation to that country

[R. 27].

The Soviet Government refused to receive Spector as a

deportee [R. 27]. After the initial refusal, appellant's

case, with others, was presented a second time to the

Soviet authorities without success [R. 27, 33].

Following establishment of an allied military govern-

ment in the Free Territory of Trieste, after the liberation

of that territory in World War II, the Commissioner of

Immigration and Naturalization attempted to obtain per-

mission for Spector's deportation to Trieste, his port of

embarkation [R. 28]. In or about April of 1948, per-

mission was refused [R. 41]. In August of the same

year, another attempt was made to obtain permission for

Spector's deportation to Trieste [R. 28]. This attempt,

too, was unsuccessful [R. 42].

At all times the appellant was on liberty on his own

recognizance, except that in 1950 he was required to post

a bond for his appearance in deportation proceedings [R.

29].

The warrant of deportation has never been executed

and the deportation of appellant thereunder has never been

effected [R. 23].
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ARGUMENT.

I.

The Doctrine of Functus Officio.

Functus Officio is defined in law dictionaries as "hav-

ing fulfilled the function; discharged the office or accom-

plished the purpose, and therefore of no further force or

authority," and is usually confined to cases involving an

official whose term has expired and who has consequently

no further, official authority, or to an instrument requir-

ing the doing of an act within a specified time limit, which

time limit has expired.

There is no reported case in the law holding a deporta-

tion warrant void or invalid for lapse of time in its exe-

cution.

Many cases have arisen on writs of habeas corpus while

the petitioner was detained which will go so far as to say

that if a warrant of deportation is not executed within a

reasonable time, the petitioner must be discharged from

custody.

United States v. Wallis, 279 Fed. 401

;

Bauer v. Watkins, 171 F. 2d 492;

United States ex rel. Doukas v. Wiley, 160 F. 2d

92.

None of these cases, however, has held a warrant to

be invalid for lapse of time. Their holding has been, in

effect, that the right to continue the alien in custody under

a deportation order continues only for a reasonable period

of time.
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As stated in Caranica v. Nagle, 28 F. 2d 955, 957 (9

Cir. 1928):

"Under the broad discretion vested in him by law,

the Secretary of Labor [now the Attorney General]

may find other ways or other means to carry out

the order of deportation, and the utmost the courts

can or zvill do is to discharge the appellant from

further imprisonment if the government fails to exe-

cute the order of deportation within a reasonable

time." (Emphasis added.)

Appellant would have you believe that in the above lan-

guage the Court is speaking of "its power upon a petition

for writ of habeas corpus." This is convenient but fal-

lacious reasoning. If it were true, the Court would say,

in effect, "since the deportation order has become functus

officio, i. e., invalid, the custody of the prisoner is now

illegal." That, however, is not the thinking of the Court.

In all of these cases, it is the unreasonable length of time

that the petitioners are held in custody that makes their

imprisonment illegal, and not the invalidity of the war-

rant. This is obvious from the language of the Court

in the Caranica case, supra, where the Court says

:

"* * * the Secretary of Labor may find other

ways or other means to carry out the order of de-

portation, * * *"

Appellant places great reliance upon the case of United

States ex rel. Janavaris v. Nicolls, 47 Fed. Supp. 201, and

insists that the application and exposition of the opinion

of Judge Wyzanski in that case supports his position. This,

too, is a case concerning a writ of habeas corpus and



custody of the prisoner for an unreasonable time. How-
ever, let us examine the language of Judge Wyzanski.

He states at page 202:

"Janavaris has petitioned this Court for a writ of

habeas corpus, apparently upon the theory that since

he cannot be deported to Greece under present con-

ditions, the Department of Justice has no right to

keep him in custody and this Court has the power to

release him upon his giving surety for his appearance

at such time as deportation can be effectuated/' ( Em-
phasis added.)

The Court then states, on the same page:

'The issue therefore simmers down to this: Has the

Department of Justice kept the alien such an unrea-

sonably long period of time that the warrant has

lost its efficacy?"

Now, let's look at what the Court actually did in the

Janavaris case. It said, on page 203:

"If it be said that it would be better for the United

States to have Janavaris released upon bond rather

than released without bond, the Attorney General has

the power under Section 20 of the Immigration Act

of 1917 to make that choice. My order is drawn so

as to give the Attorney General a week within which

to avail himself of that power."

Why would the Court, if the warrant was no longer

valid, permit the Attorney General to release the alien

upon bond if the deportation order was, as the appellant

contends, no longer valid or functus officio? The answer

is obvious. This Court went as far as any Court has ever

gone in the application of the doctrine. It said further

detention would be unreasonable, but the Attorney Gen-
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eral may keep the alien under bond because for all other

purposes the warrant of deportation is still valid.

Appellant in his brief next cites United States v. Parson

22 Fed. Supp. 149. This is a case involving criminal

contempt wherein the Government actually withdrew the

previous warrant and started new proceedings. The state-

ment of the Court that "no excuse for the long delay ap-

pears" is significant. It does not appear from the Opinion

in the Parson case that it was urged on the part of the

Government that the failure to deport had been due to

the refusal of the alien to furnish the Service with any

information as to his nativity, though the Opinion men-

tioned such refusal. The cases cited to support Judge

Yankwich's dictum are those holding that a prisoner must

be released from custody if held an unreasonable period

of time under a warrant that cannot be executed, and,

consequently, is not good law in support of appellant's

position.

The Caranica case is cited with approval in In re

Hanoff, 39 Fed. Supp. 169, 171 (D. C, N. D., Calif..

S. D., 1941), wherein the Court states:

"Attention is called to the fact that petitioner has

been available for deportation for a period in excess

of ten years. It is urged that the old warrant has

become functus officio because it was not executed

within a reasonable time. Until recently taken into

custody petitioner was not restrained of his liberty.

'Surely there is nothing in this case showing that the

delay in deporting the petitioner worked a disadvan-

tage to him. If anything he profited by it.' Restivo

v. Clark, 1 Cir., 90 F. 2d 847, 851. During a part

of the time diplomatic relations did not exist between

the United States and the Soviet Republics and de-

portation of aliens was therefore impossible. The
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Attorney General now represents that he has 'reason

to believe that deportation of petitioner can be ef-

fected/ The return further shows 'that petitioner has,

subsequent to the 5th day of December, 1930, per-

sisted in a flagrant manner in * * * membership
* * * activities and is a high official in * * * the

Communist Party of the United States of America/

As supporting this last statement, there are in evi-

dence excerpts from the testimony of witnesses given

in the deportation case of Harry R. Bridges now be-

ing heard in San Francisco.

"* * * 'The utmost the courts can or will do

is to discharge the [petitioner] from further impris-

onment if the government fails to execute the order

of deportation within a reasonable time/ Caranica

v. Nagle, 9 Cir., 28 F. 2d 955, 957; Seif v. Nagle,

9 Cir., 14 F. 2d 416, 417. See also Wolck v. Weedin,

9 Cir., 58 F. 2d 928, 931; Saksagansky v. Weedin,

9 Cir., 53 F. 2d 13, 16; United States v. Wallis, 2

Cir., 279 F. 401, 403."

To the same effect is United States v. Karmith, 63 Fed.

Supp. 727, 728 (D. C, W. D., New York, 1945), wherein

the Court states:

"The details of the foregoing proceedings are here

given for the reason that the petitioner herein makes

the point that the warrant was not executed within

a reasonable length of time; that no excuse has been

shown for the delay, and it is, therefore, now 'functus

officio' * * *********
Conditions, as hereinbefore mentioned, have been

such as to warrant the delay in carrying out the

warrant of deportation. On behalf of petitioner

numerous cases have been cited in which the question



of delay in the execution of warrants of deportation

was considered. Most of the cases arose while a

relator was being held in prison. Some of these also

were cases in which the warrant could not be carried

out lacking a country or a port to which the alien

could then be deported. In practically all of the cases

cited by relator the writs were dismissed.* Seif v.

Nagle, 9 Cir., 14 F. 2d 416, 417, is comparable on

the facts with the instant case in that more than ten

years had elapsed after the issuance of the warrant

of deportation. There the Circuit Court affirmed the

order of the District Court denying the writ. The

court said:

Tt is urged that the Secretary of Labor and Com-
missioner of Immigration have waived the right to

deport in that they have waited an unreasonable time

after the Department of Labor assumed jurisdiction

of the detained. We find no merit in the point/
"

To the same effect are the cases in which the petitioner

raised the question of delay in executing the warrant on

the basis of laches, such as this language used by the

Court in Restivo v. Clark, 90 F. 2d 847, 851 (1 Cir.

1937)

:

"The petitioner, under his assignments of error, also

contends that his deportation was barred by laches,

due to the delay in executing the deportation order.

This question was not raised in the District Court.

*"United States ex rel. Ross v. Wallis, 2 Cir., 279 F. 401

Petition of Brooks, D. C, 5 F. 2d 238; Wolck v. Weedin, S

Cir., 58 F. 2d 928; Chumara v. Smith, D. C, 29 F. 2d 287
United States ex rel. Janavaris v. Nicolls, D. C, 47 F. Supp
201 ; Caranica v. Nagle, 9 Cir., 28 F. 2d 955 ; Seif v. Nagle
9 Cir., 14 F. 2d 416; Saksagansky v. Weedin, 9 Cir., 53 F
2d 13."
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* * * To the extent that the delay was due to

the stay order, the petitioner cannot complain, for

his appearance bond was canceled and he was per-

mitted to depart from Ellis Island and was at liberty

to go where he saw fit without restraint. Further-

more, as stated in Chase v. Chase, 20 R. I. 202, 37

A. 804, 805 : 'Laches, in legal significance, is not

mere delay, but delay that works a disadvantage to

another. * * *' Surely there is nothing in this case

showing that the delay in deporting the petitioner

worked a disadvantage to him. If anything he prof-

ited by it."

The next case cited by the appellant is Petition of

Popper, 79 Fed. Supp. 530. The language therein used

by Judge Rifkind, at page 532, is eloquent.

"There is no substance in the contention that if the

Court admits the petitioner to citizenship it is indi-

rectly quashing the order of deportation; except in

rare cases a Court could not do so directly; * * *.

This means that the more orderly procedure dictates

the wisdom of first having the order of deportation

vacated by the Immigration Service before the appli-

cation for naturalization is considered." (Emphasis

added.)

In this case, thirteen years had elapsed without the ex-

hibition of any interest in the petitioner on the part of

the Government, and the Court found that the Govern-

ment no longer contended that the now elderly woman was

"now an immoral person." In other words, the reason

for the deportation order no longer existed.
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lt is interesting to note that the Restivo case, supra, is

cited in Petition of Popper, supra. At page 532, the

Court states:

«* * * J dQ not mean to suggest that it is the

mere passage of time which brings about the demise

of the order of deportation. Perhaps such an infer-

ence could not be drawn had the applicant been a

fugitive from the warrant of deportation. Perhaps

such an inference could not be drawn where the Gov-

ernment continued to assert an interest in the depor-

tation. Perhaps it could not be drawn in a case

where, by legal maneuvers, such as applications for

writs of habeas corpus, the applicant had delayed de-

portation. It is a question of the real status of the

order, and I suggest that we ought not to submit

to the magic of mere paper and words. It is not

laches which saps the warrant of its life. The con-

trary has been held, Restivo v. Clark, 1 Cir., 1937,

90 F. 2d 847, Seif v. Nagle, 9 Cir., 1926, 14 F. 2d

416, certiorari denied 273 U. S. 737, 47 S. Ct. 244,

71 L. Ed. 866; United States v. Smith, D. C. W. D.

N. Y. 1924, 2 F. 2d 90; Ponzi v. Ward, D. C. D.

Mass. 1934, 7 F. Supp. 736; In re HanofT, D. C.

N. D. Cal. 1941, 39 F. Supp. 169; Cf. United States

v. Parson, D. C. S. D. Cal. 1938, 22 F. Supp. 149.

But the facts indicate that the Government has no

real interest in the preservation or in the existence

of the order of deportation. To all intents and pur-

poses other than to constitute a cloud upon the peti-

tioner's existence."
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The final conclusion of the case is that an order of

deportation is not an insuperable object to naturalization.

(Here the petitioner was eligible for naturalization.)

The Schwartz case, cited by the appellant as following

the Popper case, is a case wherein it was sought to revoke

and cancel the citizenship of a naturalized citizen on the

ground that his certificate of naturalization was illegally

procured, in that the defendant did not fill the require-

ments as to residence. It lends nothing to the picture.

The case of United States v. Waskowski, 158 F. 2d

962, which is cited with approval in United States v. Jay,

84 Fed. Supp. 546, is of particular significance because

there the warrant was twenty-four years old. However,

the defendant was not barred from citizenship, since for

ten years preceding application the alien had possessed

more than the average praiseworthy qualities of citizen-

ship, and the outstanding warrant did not render his resi-

dence illegal for purposes of naturalization. It is sub-

mitted that the same opportunities were available to the

appellant herein had he desired to so conduct himself.

The reasoning of the above cases concerning naturaliza-

tion is based upon the theory that the residence of the

alien, having occurred through lawful entry, is legal, al-

though he is subject to deportation, and no case has held

that the alien could not be taken into custody and deported

before naturalization, if deportation became possible.

Nor should the Court feel that how much time elapses

will change the picture. A warrant was held valid after
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twenty-five years in United States ex rel. Doukas v. Wiley,

supra.

Specific note should be made by the Court in reference

to the facts in the instant matter, that the Government

made timely, repeated and continuing efforts to execute

the warrant herein, and in this regard the language of

Judge Freed in Glickas v. Tomlinson, 49 Fed. Supp. 104

(1943), is pertinent.

"* * * It was never intended that the Attorney

General, if he failed to find a haven of refuge for a

deportable alien in the country to which he was to

be deported, should provide a safe asylum for him

in the United States."

Appellant alleges that the warrant of August 23, 1930,

lost its validity before the amendment of the deportation

statute by the McCarran Act on September 23, 1950.

Congress apparently does not agree with appellant's con-

tention. In support of this statement, appellee calls atten-

tion to the Transcript of Record and specifically Exhibit

"A," beginning at page 44, which is Senate Report No.

2239, 81st Congress, 2d Session, which, on page 59 of

the Record, refers specifically to alien Spector as one of

the individual cases that the Government was powerless

to cope with, and, consequently, Congress legislated to

reach such an alien under the alien status of deportation

as it existed when the facts were presented to Congress.

It would be hard to find a case which more clearly falls

within Congressional intent than this case, in which the

alien is actually named in the Senate Report.
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Thus, the order of deportation in this case falls squarely

within paragraph (b) of Section 20 of the Immigration

Act of 1917, as amended by Section 23 of the Subversive

Activities Control Act of September 23, 1950 (8 U. S.

C. A., Sec. 156(b)), which paragraph specifically applies

to "any alien against whom an order of deportation here-

tofore or hereafter issued has been outstanding for more

than six months, * * *."

Summary of Argument re Functus Officio.

To summarize, then, the points appellee has raised to

show the inapplicability of the doctrine of functus officio

to the validity of the warrant of deportation

:

1. There is no case holding a warrant of deportation

void or invalid for lapse of time in its execution.

The utmost the courts will do is discharge the per-

son from further imprisonment if the Government

fails to execute the order of deportation within a

reasonable time.

2. The appellee has never lost interest in the deporta-

tion of the appellant, but has made timely, repeated

and continuing efforts to execute the warrant, lim-

ited only by the law as it existed until the Mc-

Carran Act of 1950.

3. The mere passage of time will not bring about the

demise of the order of deportation. Nothing in

this case shows that the delay in deporting the ap-

pellant worked a disadvantage to him; if anything,

he profited by it.
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II.

Should Appellant's Action Be Remanded to the Lower
Court for Dismissal as Premature?

Appellant states, in effect, that now that the opinions

in United States v. Spector, 343 U. S. (Adv. Ops.) 169,

"strongly indicate" that a review will be available to ap-

pellant of the validity of the warrant upon his trial in the

criminal case, the determination of this appeal is no longer

necessary. He does not dismiss his appeal, but he re-

quests this Court to remand the case to the lower court

for dismissal as "premature." He claims that his sole

purpose in filing the action in the lower court was that

he was

"fearful that the statute under which he was later

indicted (8 U. S. C, 156(c)) was intended, and

might be construed, to preclude review of the validity

of the deportation order in a criminal prosecution

thereunder."

The Court should note, however, that at the time the

appellant filed this action, no criminal proceeding had been

commenced or was threatened. He had, however, been re-

quested by the Immigration and Naturalization Service

to make arrangements for his departure.

The purpose of appellant's action in the lower court

was obvious. Appellant, whom the Government could not

deport for a period of more than twenty years because

of the then state of the law, was now faced with new

law, making his deportation not only imminent and pos-

sible, but provided for criminal penalties for appellant's

failure to arrange his own departure.

Thus, if he could secure a declaration of a court of

competent jurisdiction that his warrant of deportation
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was no longer valid, he could with one action thwart

(1) his deportation, and (2) his criminal prosecution

Said litigation has apparently boomeranged. The lower

court has found the warrant of deportation outstanding

against the appellant to be valid.

Appellant now seeks to have the judgment of the lower

court, which has gone against him, withdrawn, on the

grounds that he will have a better oportunity to defend

his position if he raises it as a defense to a criminal

action.

However, what if the criminal indictment is dismissed?

Is the Government again to be thwarted in the deporta-

tion of this undesirable alien (as it has been for more

than twenty years), because the judgment of the court

below is thrown out on the ground that collateral criminal

prosecution might be based upon a statute, some facet of

which some day might be found to be unconstitutional?

It should be definitely noted by the Court that the

appellant has never, by this court action or by any other,

sought a reviezv of the administrative procedures upon

which said warrant of deportation is based. He does not

now seek such a review. He claims, however, that be-

cause the warrant has been outstanding for more than

twenty years and has never been executed, it has become

invalid, a contention upon which the District Court has

specifically ruled to appellant's disadvantage.

Appellant places great weight upon the dissenting opin-

ion of Mr. Justice Jackson with whom Mr. Justice Frank-

furter joins in United States v. Spector, 343 U. S. (Adv.

Ops.) 169. However, that opinion and the majority

opinion contemplates a review of the administrative ad-

judication that the alien is deportable, and infers that since

this determination has been made on mere preponderance
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of evidence and not proof beyond reasonable doubt, a

criminal action should not be based thereon, unless an

attack on said administrative determination may be made

by the defendant by way of defense. Let us again re-

peat, appellant here is not seeking a review of adminis-

trative procedures. He seeks only to declare the warrant

invalid by reason of lapse of time. He is not seeking to

defend against the criminal action because of some dis-

ability in the administrative procedures; he is seeking to

avoid criminal prosecution by saying,

"That statute requires a valid, outstanding warrant

and since my warrant is invalid it is not outstanding

and I am not subject to prosecution thereunder."

Appellant's attempt to parallel the instant case with

that of Cox v. United States, 332 U. S. 442, and Gibson

v. United States, 329 U. S. 338, is tenuous, and specifically

so because in making comparisons of the right of Cox

and Gibson to raise in a criminal prosecution the defense

of arbitrary action on the part of the draft boards, he

points to cases wherein those appellants are seeking to

review administrative action and procedure. Those ap-

pellants were not trying to avoid military induction be-

cause their induction orders had been outstanding for a

long period of time without execution. That, however,

is the position of this appellant.

Like the Cox case, in which the action of the board

is held to be final, here, too, the action of the Attorney

General is declared by the statute to be final. (8 U. S.

C. A., 155(a).) As stated by Mr. Justice Reed in the

Cox case, supra, at page 448, wherein he quotes from

Estep v. United States, 327 U. S. 114, 122-23:

" The provision making the decisions of the local

boards "final" means to us that Congress chose not to
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give administrative action under this Act the custo-

mary scope of judicial review which obtains under

other statutes. It means that the courts are not to

weigh the evidence to determine whether the classi-

fication made by the local boards was justified. The

decisions of the local boards made in conformity

with the regulations are final even though they may
be erroneous. The question of jurisdiction of the

local board is reached only if there is no basis in fact

for the classification which it gave the registrant.'
"

Mr. Justice Reed goes on at page 453

:

"* * * The concept of a jury passing indepen-

dently on an issue previously determined by an ad-

ministrative body or reviewing the action of an ad-

ministrative body is contrary to settled federal ad-

ministrative practice; the constitutional right to jury

trial does not include the right to have a jury pass

on the validity of an administrative order. Yakus

v. United States, 321 U. S. 414. * * *."

and further:

«* * * 'Phg qUestion of the preponderance of

evidence is not for trial anew. It is not relevant to

the issue of the guilt of the accused for disobedience

of orders. * * *." (Emphasis added.)

and further at page 454:

"* * * It seems to us that it is quite in accord

with justice to limit the evidence as to status in the

criminal trial on review of administrative action to

that upon which the board acted. * * *."

These quotations are given to lend weight to the con-

cluding remarks of Mr. Justice Douglas in United States

v. Spector, supra, wherein he states:

"It will be time to consider whether the validity of

the order of deportation may be tried in the criminal
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trial either by the court or by the jury * * *

when and if the appellee seeks to have it tried.

* * *." (Emphasis added.)

Appellant then seeks to term this action a "premature

one." Why is it premature? Because the lower court

failed to declare the warrant of deportation invalid and

thereby eliminate deportation and compliance with the

law?

Appellee earnestly contends that the warrant of depor-

tation, having been found to be valid by the lower court

in a final judgment in an action instigated by the appel-

lant, should not be arbitrarily set aside and remanded for

dismissal with the thought that the issue may be tried

if and when criminal prosecution reaches the point that

the appellant may raise a defense.

More than the right to raise a criminal defense is in-

volved. The deportation of the alien is paramount, and

upon that factor depends the sustaining of the validity

of the warrant of deportation.

Conclusion.

The appellant has voluntarily brought an action for

declaratory relief in the District Court of the United

States for the purpose of determining the validity of

the warrant of deportation. He raised the doctrine of

functus officio which appellee believes and earnestly con-

tends has no foundation in the law as applied to this

situation. The District Court has so ruled. Appellant

seeks now not only to review the judgment of the Dis-

trict Court, but to remand the matter for dismissal on

the vague assurance that he will test the matter which he

has instigated in criminal proceedings after said criminal
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proceedings proceed to trial. He should not be permitted

to avoid the consequences of the judgment of the lower

court on such hazy promise or premise, nor should he

now be able to state that the action in the lower court

was "premature" and not ripe for decision.

It is obvious that the determination that the appellant

seeks is not the review of administrative procedure con-

templated by the Supreme Court in reserving decision

on the constitutional question, neither raised nor briefed

nor argued by this appellant in United States v. Spector.

Wherefore, appellee prays that the judgment of the

lower court be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

Walter S. Binns,

United States Attorney,
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Civil Division,

Robert K. Grean,

Assistant U. S. Attorney,

Attorneys for Appellee.


